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- How the geography of agglomeration/regional development
changes and why?  

Sten DeGeer (1927) The American 
Manufacturing Belt, Geografiska Annaler

Hartshorne, R. (1936) A new map of  the manufacturing belt of  North America. 
Economic Geography

Population in US cities: 
1900-1930-1960-1990 | US Census Bureau
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Manufacturing Belt -> Sun Belt

“New Industrial Spaces” (Storper, Scott, ’80)

The “Third Italy” The “sun-belt”

New industries, new technologies, new industrial organization models
= “new industrial spaces” in the periphery of secondary urban regions

..and the decline (and ‘lock-in’) of older
industrial regions (e.g. Manufacturing 

Belt -> Rust Belt) Migration from and to Detroit county, 2005-2010
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‘Classical’ theories inability to explain why and where: 

- Neoclassical locational models based on general equilibrium and 
transport costs,

- Keynesian models of cumulative causation (e.g. Myrdal),

- Marxian models of centre-periphery,

..describe regional development processes as circular, cumulative, 
inertial, recurrent + spread effects in peripheral regions, trickle-
down processes along the existing urban hierarchy, or delocalizations
in search for lower costs

What we observe is an even stronger tendency towards 
agglomeration (and regional specialization), but the ‘where’ of 
agglomeration changes in unexpected ways = new industries and 
technologies imply new localizations, ..and new theories

Fordism (Gramsci, 1934)

The Fordist firm (and Fordism-Taylorism)

a) Internalization of the production cycle in a unique giant
production plant to maximize internal economie of scale

b) Scientific organization of production and labour (Taylorism) to
maximize internal specialization and efficiency

c) Serial production, product standardization and mass
consumption

d) Specialization in capital intensive and ‘heavy’ industries:
automotive, domestic appliances, steel, petrochemical, etc.

e) Hierarchical organization of labour, rigid distinction between
blue-collars and white collars, control and surveillance

f) Organization and unionization of workers, labour-capital
relationships

g) Radical process innovations (mechanization, assembly-line,
automation) in separated research&innovation labs

h) Location in old industrial regions: manufacturing belt (US),
Midlands (UK), Rhur valley (Germany), Industrial triangle (Italy)

Crisis of the Fordist firm (1970s)

Internal causes (rigidities): a) Organizational and technological
rigidities and bureaucratization of labour/production relationships. 
b) High fixed investments, ‘sunk’ costs and limited adaptability. c) 
Unionization and rising cost of labour

Contextual causes (uncertainties): d) Unstable and changing
demand: novelty, quality, diversification. f) Increasing risk of 
market and technological displacement (e.g. shortening of the 
product cycle). g) Saturation of markets and increasing
competition from emerging countries/industries. h) New 
technologies that decrease internal economies of scale and allows
for easier coordination between separated plants or firms

I) Oil crisis (1973, 1979), supply-side shocks and increasing cost
of energy and raw materials
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Specialization and flexibility as responses to growing uncertainty, 
competitive pressures, the need to diversify and quickly adapt 
supply to changes in demand.

‘Double convergence’ (to ‘networked’ production):

a) Outsourcing from leading firms: reduction of the average size 
of firms/plants + increasing importance of small and medium-
sized firms

b) The (Italian) ‘industrial district’ as a paradigmatic model of 
successful transition towards flexible specialization (and 
networking between small firms): maximum decentralization; low 
costs; high quality; traditional and quasi-handicraft production 
models

The advantages of networked production vs. the limits of small 
firms (market power, innovation, ‘associational economies’

Post-Fordism and flexible specialization

Sabel e Piore (1984), The Second Industrial Divide. 

From industrial location to the industrial and spatial
organization of production systems/networks/chains

Vertical and horizontal (dis)integration

Technical vs. social (and spatial) division of labour

Internal and external economies of scale or scope

Governance, control, coordination

Industrial organization models as a function of 
external vs. internal economies of scale

  Internal economies of scale and scope 
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Marshall A. (1920), Principles of Economics, Book IV

Local production systems and industrial 
districts: the Marshallian legacy

(Critique to the) internal economies of scale (theory) vs. 

“industrial districts”: localities that concentrate a 

plurality of autonomous, specialized firms, can achieve the 

same degree of efficiency of giant firms, thanks to inter-

firm (input-output) networking + the advantages of 

external economies of scale.

Marshallian external economies: labour pooling, specialized

suppliers, firms’ interdependencies, ‘industrial atmosphere’ 

("The mysteries of the trade become no mysteries”, 

socialization of production and innovation)

The ‘discovery’ of Italian industrial districts (1970s-1980s)

Italian
industrial 

districts
(in 1987)

Marshallian industrial districts: characteristics

Industrial districts: local concentrations of specialized and 
(predominanly) small firms that participate in the same production 
process.

Specialization: labour-intensive, 
standardized industries with a 
diversified and rapidly changing 
demand for high quality goods (e.g. 
textile, clothing, shoes, ‘fashion’).
Production system: small autonomus
specialized plants, suppliers and sub-
suppliers, 'pure entrepreneurs',  quasi-
handicradft production, on-demand 
(domestic) work.
Low costs, high quality, export-
oriented (local/global).

Marshallian industrial districts: values

The definition of Becattini: “a socio-territorial entity characterized by 
the active presence of both a community of people and a population 
of firms in one naturally and historically bounded area” (1990) 

Compenetration of production in the 
social fabric of the district. 
The importance of historical-
geographical conditions.
Local identity, sense of community, 
belonging = trust, cooperation, 
socialization of production and 
innovation.  
Collective action, ‘associational 
economies’ and local/intermediate 
actors.
Small firms and industrial dualism. “Third Italy” (Bagnasco  1977) 
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Business cluster = geographical concentration, industrial 
specialization, density of local/regional relationships between firms
(and their suppliers) and with local ‘institutions’  (local governments, 
universities, agencies, associations, etc.)

The definition of Porter: “the cluster is an array of linked industries
and other entities important to competition” (1998) 

Competition and cooperation

The importance of public goods

The ‘competitive advantage’: productivity, as a function of location, 
specialization and ‘clustering’ (vs. incentives, reduction of costs and 
specialization based on ‘comparative advantages’)

Porter M. (1990), The competitive advantages of  nations, Macmillan, London

Business clusters (M. Porter)

The paradoxes of globalization: “the enduring competitive 
advantages in a global economy lie increasingly in local things—
knowledge, relationships, motivation—that distant rivals cannot 
match”

-> Better Access to Employees and Suppliers, Information, 
Institutions and Public Goods / Complementarities (costumers 
needs, collective productivity, etc.) / Better Motivation and 
Measurement / Faster and more visible innovation / New Business 
Formation. 

“Productivity, not exports or natural resources, determines the 
prosperity of any state or nation”: public and quasi-public goods, 
supporting environment vs. subsidies, protectionism, direct support.

Porter M. (1998), Clusters and the new economy of  competition, HBR

Business clusters (M. Porter)

regional identity

Business clusters in London: insurance, banks, management 
consulting, real estate, advertisements, lawyers

Urban clusters
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Sforzi 
(1987): a 
large set of 
social and 
economic
indicators

The identification of industrial districts in Italy The identification of industrial districts by the Italian national
institute of statistics (1991-2001-2001-2011)

1) The base partition: Local travel-to-work areas (SLL)

2) Selection of those SLLs specialized in manifacturing industries: 
location coefficient [(Rj/ITAj)/(R/ITA)] > national average

3) Selection of those manufacturing SLLs with a prevalence of small 
and medium-sized firms: coefficient of small firms (< 50 employers) 
and medium firms (<250 employers) > national average

4) Identification of the main industrial specialization of 
manifacturing, small and medium-sized firms SLLs: the sector with 
the highest location coefficient

5) Identification of industrial districts: employment in the main
industry os for the most concentrated in small and medium sized
firms

ISTAT 1 ISTAT 2

The identification
of industrial 
districts in the 
‘Mezzogiorno’ is
based on 
Southern Italy’s
averages
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Porter’s ‘mapping clusters’ (Boston Traded Clusters) 

Strong Traded Cluster

Marshallian
districts vs. 
clusters vs. 
industrial 

agglomeration

Density/intensity of ‘local’ networking = 
external economies of location (vs. 

exogenous locational factors and mere 
agglomeration) = non-substitutability of local 
production factors = (social) ‘embeddedness’ 

of production = local development 

Markusen A. (1996), Sticky places in slippery spaces. A tipology of  industrial 
districts

Typologies of districts/clusters and local development

The density of market and non-market relationships that is typical 
of industrial districts and clusters is crucial for organizations, firms, 
regions and individuals, much more than traditional factors, fixed 
capital, infrastructure and even knowledge and technology. 
Because relationships cannot be easily reproduced elsewhere, are 
often impossible to imitate, and develop slowly (Storper M., The 
regional world: territorial development in a global economy, 1997, 
p. 44). 

Districts/cluster, local relationships and regional development

“Relational assets”, associational economies, institutional
thickness -> local development and “new regionalism”: how to 
foster/replicate the competitive advantages of ‘successfull’ 
clusters?  (uniqueness vs. replicability)

Open issues:

- Districts are typical of only certain industrial sectors: 
incremental/product/demand-driven innovation, competitive 
markets, uncertain and diversified demand (-> emerging high-techs)

- The industrial organization of districts is often temporary: 
production systems shift from post-fordist to fordist models 
depending on the stage of the product cycle, standardization of 
technologies, degree of competition, etc. (-> evolutionary 
perspectives)

- Such organization requires very specific institutional conditions and 
strong collective action (-> institutional economic geography)

- It requires very specific socio-cultural conditions (-> the non-
economic foundations of regional development) 

- Specialization or diversity? (Marshall vs. Jacobs) 

- Local development vs. globalization
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Martin R., Sunley P. (2003), Deconstructing clusters: chaotic concept or policy 
panacea? Journal of  Economic Geography 3, pp. 5-35.

The identifiction of districts and clusters: methodological issues Evolutionary perspectives on clusters

1) (a-r-k-w): typical ecological
cycle (lock-in/decline or ri-
specialization?)

2) (a-r-r1-r2…): constant
change and adaptation

3) (a-r-k-a): re-orientation, re-
specialization

4) (a-d): failure of emerging
cluster

5) (a-r-k-w-d) 
disappearence of a mature 
cluster

Martin-Sunley (2011) Conceptualizing cluster evolution: beyond the life cycle model?

Flexible specialization and outsourcing

Externalization of production, decentralization of the industrial 
cycle, vertical disintegration and out-sourcing of components/ 
stages of the production to autonomous firms, in order to:

- Increase the specialization of each unit/firm

- Specialize in segments of the value chain with higher barriers to 
entry (leading firms abandon uncertain and competitive 
markets)

- Increase adaptability and resilience to technological or market 
evolutions and displacement

- Reduce sunk costs (and the costs of disinvestment)

- Decentralize risks to more vulnerable suppliers

- Reduce labour costs

- Increase the flexibility of labour

- Reduce the unionization of labour

Transaction cost theory (Coase 1937, Williamson 1981): the firm 
as a mean to reduce the (non-economic) costs of market 
transactions, through internalization and direct/hierarchical 
control.

‘Transactions costs’ emerge when there is: uncertainty, imperfect 
(or complex, or “proprietary”) information, asymmetric 
relationships between economic agents, moral hazard, risk of 
opportunistic behavior, lack of trust and loyalty (incomplete 
contracts)

Transaction costs (contracts): 1) search and information costs, 2) 
bargaining costs, 3) policing and enforcement costs.

Firms networks, out-sourcing and the geography of “transaction costs”

If it is true that the market transaction is the most efficient and 
effective typology of economic exchange, why do organizations
(firms) exist..? 
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“Transaction costs” theory

Make

O

Buy

-> Hierarchy

-> Market

Pro

-> Control, 
coordination, internal 
economies of scale, 
effectiveness

-> Lower prices, 
adaptability, 
specialization, 
efficiency

Contro

-> Bureaucratization, 
rigidities, 
diseconomies of scale

-> Uncertainty, 
coordination costs, 
risks of non 
compliance or 
cheating

Williamson, Oliver E. (1981). The Economics of  Organization: The Transaction Cost 
Approach. The American Journal of  Sociology, 87(3), pp. 548-577.

Transaction costs theory
Advanced economies developed technological, organizational and 
INSTITUTIONAL solutions to reduce transactions costs, enforce
contracts, increase trust, solve (external) coordination problems, 
reduce the degree of specificity and complexity of the information 
needed to perform the transaction, protect intellectual property.. 
..while the availability of specialized suppliers increased.

Solutions: better contracts, rule of law, property rights; product 
standardization, modular production, codification of information and 
knowledge (conventions); global standards; frequency, stability, 
exclusivity, standardization of customer-supplier relationships
Corollary: out-sourcing will be limited to those standardized 
products/ components where the degree of organizational, 
technological and legal complexity is low, and what matters is only 
the price 
Implications: markets cannot function without institutions

Transaction costs: geographical implications

1) In more advanced, rich and ‘developed’ countries transaction costs
are lower, because of the larger base of potential suppliers, better
protection of contracts and property rights, lower coordination costs. 
The contrary in less advanced and poorer countries (e.g. rule of law; 
multinationals and vertical/horizontal integration)

2) Transaction costs are influenced also by the physical/geographical
distance between buyers and suppliers: geographical proximity and 
clustering reduce the cost of (external) coordination (e.g. districts, 
clusters)

3) Transaction costs vary both between and within countries (and 
regions), as they are influenced by social, cultural and institutional
conditions (e.g. trust)

Scott A.J. (1988), New industrial spaces: flexible production organization and 
regional development in North America and Western Europe, Pion.

Transaction costs, districts and clusters

(“California School of external economies”, Scott, Storper)

Industrial distritcs and clusters as a ‘third way’ between intra-firm 
hierarchical control and ‘standard’ market exchanges: 

- geographical proximity, sense of belonging, shared values, 
knowledge, information and ‘conventions’ (language), reduce 
coordination costs, increase trust, reduce moral hazard and the risk 
of opportunistic behaviour

- proximity and clustering allows for a much more intense and dense 
web of relationships between firms - beyond the limits described by 
transaction costs theory - and for ‘market’ exchanges that are not 
anonymous, impersonal, or based merely on prices
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M. Granovetter and the theory of “embeddedness”: (social and 
political) institutions are not only there to solve asymmetries and 
market failures, and didn’t develop due to micro-economic incentives: 
markets create institutions (ipo-socialized perspective)? Or 
institutions create markets (iper-socialized perspective)? Both… 
market exchanges are always ‘embedded’ in social relationships. 

“Resource-based” theory of the firm (E. Penrose): out-sourcing is not 
limited to standardized, low value components, and to asymmetrical 
relationships between buyers and suppliers. Firms may as well rely on 
suppliers when they have no convenience or possibility to develop 
certain (advanced) products, components or skills internally. 

Economic geography: this is all too simple + clustering and 
agglomeration are not only due to the need to reduce the cost of 
market (input-output) transactions, but due to non-market 
exchanges, knowledge spillovers or “untraded interdependencies”

Critiques to transaction costs theory

INSTITUTIONS: any social, cultural and collective structure that
regulates economic behaviour and relationships between economic
agents.

- Formal institutions: collective organizations (states and public 
institutions, explicit rules and laws, associations, social organizations
and ‘intermediate institutions’ (e.g. associational economies)

- Informal institutions (‘soft’): implicit rules, behavioural schemes
and routines (practices), symbolic and relational systems, beliefs, 
social sanctions (e.g. trust, cooperation, ‘conventions’, isomorphism)

Old institutionalism (e.g. Veblen, Polanyi), new institutionalism (e.g. 
Williamson, North, Ostrom), new economic sociology (Granovetter)

Non-economic foundations of regional economic
development

Institutionalism and socio-political «embeddedness»

- Social, cultural and political institutions are not only relevant in 
traditional, pre-modern societies, and do not only ‘limit’ economic
agency.

- The ‘natural’ and autonomous mediation provided by markets
(based on prices, rationality and utility) is not enough to regulate
economic exchanges.

- Formal and informal institutions are crucial: they do not develop to 
solve market failures, or due to micro-economic advantages (e.g. 
transaction costs theory)

- The functioning of the economy is always ‘embedded’ in a specific
social and political system.

- Modern and contemporary economies are more regulated than
traditional ones..

- Economic development as «institutional thickening»

Non-economic and inistitutional foundations of the economy: 
«social capital» (1)

a) Social capital as a relational asset for individuals (P. Bordieu): the 
thickness and quality of individuals’ social relationships or 
connections are crucial for economic ‘success’ and socio-economic
mobility. But are also crucial for reproducing existing inequalities and 
power relations.

b) The organizational and meso- dimension of social capital (R. 
Putnam, Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy, 
1993): social capital as «social networks and the norms reciprocity
and trustworthiness that arise from social connections among
individuals», its relations with «civic consciousness/engagement», 
formal institutions (associations, clubs, guilds, «civil society»), are 
crucial for «making democracy work» (and for economic prosperity). 
Social capital as «good», measurable, improvable
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Social capital (2)

Civic consciousness -> trust, cooperation, altruism -> 
social/community engagement -> propensity to association and 
collective action -> economic development. Vs. individualism, social 
conflicts, economic decline (Putnam, “Bowling alone: the collapse
and revival of American community”)

A weak social capital is associated to individualism, opportunism, and 
«rent capture». It disfavor economic action (e.g. entrepreneurship) 
and the functioning of organizations (e.g. states) -> social capital 
must be built, enhanced, by strenghtening associations, intermediate 
(formal) institutions and the civil society -> social capital = economic
development (Fukuyama)

Bonding vs. bridging social capital

Enabling vs. disabling social capital

Social capital (3)

Measurements:

- Individuals’ propensity to join collective organizations, volunteer, 
vote.. (e.g. number of associations, % of turnout, blood donations)

- Level of trust

- “Sense of belonging”

- Density and shape of 
interpersonal relationships
(Social Network Analysis, 
SNA) 

Homofily (relazioni con soggetti simili 
vs. dissimili in termini di età, genere, 

classe, occupazione, ecc.). Reciprocity
e mutualità. Transitivity (A-B, A-C, B-

C). Propinquity (prossimità geog.); 
“Social distance” (es. 6 degrees of 

separation..). Openess. Density. 
Cohesion. Centrality (importance or 

influence) and position. 

Social network 
analysis ..and 

drawing

Social capital (4)

Critiques:

- A complex concept reduced to some sort of a «box» that includes
any non-economic and social dimension of the economy

- Quantity vs. quality of social capital. The shape of social 
relationships is indipendent from their contents

- Social capital may be good or bad… e.g. Mafia, and reproduce
inequalities through homofily (Bourdieu)

- Social capital = economic development. What causes what?

- Social capital = regional development. How to build, improve, 
strenghten social capital? 
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The social embeddedness of the economy -> to link micro 
and macro levels of analysis through sociometry (SNA)
The strenght of weak ties (Granovetter, American Journal of 
Sociology, 1973): weak social ties are irrelevant? 

Strenght of social ties: amount of time, emotional intensity, intimacy, 
reciprocity, ‘investment’ in the relationship = f(degree of overlap in 
friendship circles of different individuals) (<-> homofily)

“Bridge”: the only connection between separated social circles or 
cohesive networks/communities = weak tie

The problem of embeddedness (Granovetter 1985):  

Social relationships and bridges/weak ties are crucial: the diffusion
of information (e.g. employment, entrepreneurship, innovation, 
investments) over long social distances will flow through (individuals
that have many) weak ties.

Examples: information flowing through social networks is cheap, 
accurate, reliable. Trust is relational (I trust those you trust). Social 
vs. economic motivations and incentives; vs. hierarchy/control 
(transaction costs theory).

-> the importance of meso/relational structures (vs. the over- and 
under-socialized perspectives of sociology and economics)

Societal (Polanyi) vs. network/relational embeddedness

Markets are not anonymous. Economic exchange is not only
limited/bounded or facilitated by the social/institutional context. It is
always «embedded» in networks of inter-personal relationships.

Territorial embeddeness

Interpersonal relationships are not only embedded in social networks but 
also in places (proximity and social interaction / clustering).

New regionalism, local/bottom-up/community-based 
development  and the ‘place-based approach’

From economic to political ‘rescaling’= regions and places as crucial
scales for:

- economic agency and economic development.

- devolution of political/policy responsibilities from central states
(devolution and subsidiarity to ‘bring politics closer to citizens’, 
and vertical governance).

- the design and implementation of development, industrial, 
economic policies.

From government to ‘governance’ (“Governing without 
governments”, Rhodes, 1996): the role of non-state, non-public, 
intermediate actors, ‘stakeholders’ and the ‘civil society’ in decision-
making and policy design, and horizontal (multi-level) governance.
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New regionalism, local/bottom-up/community-based
development and the ‘place-based approach’ (2)

Institutionalist perspective on regional economic development: 
institutions (formal/informal, hard/soft, regional/local/intermediate, 
social capital) + relations (relational assets, public/private 
collaboration, institutional thickening, endogenous development) + 
culture (context, identity, community, sense of belonging). 

New regionalism vs. the traditional approach (Amin 1999) =

1) ‘region specific’ (vs. ‘firm-centered’ and ‘standardized’)

2) ‘bottom-up’ (vs. top-down)

3) ‘plural-actor’ (vs. ‘state-driven’)

Local development (in Italy and elsewhere): region-specific, 
targeted, endogenous, integrated, collaborative approach

- Critique to centralism, technocracy, universalism, reductionism, 
determinism of traditional, state-drive regional development.

- Devolution, Europeanization and regionalization of development
policies + governance (civil society)

- Emphasis on the peculiarity and competitiveness of industrial 
districts and other ‘successfull’ local (policy) experiments

-> Rural development and «local action groups» (European Union, 
1990s)

-> «Programmazione negoziata» and «Territorial Pacts» (1998)

-> «Integrated Territorial Projects» within the European Cohesion
Funds (2003)

-> «Strategic planning» (vs. urban/spatial planning)

Three dimensions of the local development approach

1) Local dimension: identification of ‘local’ units within and across
administrative boundaries (regions vs. Regions), based on 
homogeneity, functional integration, specialization, territorial
identity) and aimed at differentiated, context-specific strategies

Territorial
Pacts

Integrated Territorial Projects, 2003-2006
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2) Integration

- place-based: based on the specificities and endogenous capacity of 
the region (vs. standardized/universal strategies) 

- design a differentiated, ‘targeted’ and unitary strategy where
several interventions/projects are aimed at a single over-arching
objective (vs. sectoral approaches)

- integrate various sectors of intervention (e.g. incentives to firms + 
public goods/infrastructures + education, research, etc.) and 
funding channels (vs. normative approach) 

- competitive approach: evaluate and select the best programs and 
projects (vs. redistributive approach) 

- responsibilize local actors

- experiment

Territorial
Pacts for 

Employment
(UE, 1998)

“Sectoral” 
policies (vs. 
“territorial” 

policies)

3) Collaboration/participation: involve the highest number of ‘local
actors’, representative organizations (stakeholders) and the ‘civil
society’ in local ‘partnerships’

Not only to improve effectiveness (e.g. local/contextual knowledge, 
aggregation of preferences, mobilization), but for building institutions, social 
capital, sense of belonging, empowerment, democracy…
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Integrated Territorial Projects, 2003-2006: proposer and 
managing authority

The stakeholders matrix (WorldBank)

1) Importance: f(interest
affected by the policy) 

2) Influence: f(power to 
influence the policy)

Ignore

Represent

‘keep them
on board’

Involve

The place-based approach in European Cohesion Policies 

- Concentrate resources in lagging regions (vs. the spatially-blind or 
people-based approach)

- Devolution, regionalism and local/regional autonomy (vs. ri-
centralization)

- Local knowledge, aggregation of preferences, ‘soft’ institutions 

- Differentiation and experimentalism 

Problems: inappropriate investments, lack of coordination and 
technical assistance, rent-seeking and policy capture by elites…

Solutions: multi-level governance + public debate and citizens’ 
participations

Barca F. (2009), An Agenda for A Reformed Cohesion Policy: A Place-Based 
Approach to Meeting European Union Challenges and Expectations. Independent 

Report, European Commissioner for Regional Policy, Brussels.

Place-based approach in EU Cohesion Policies 2014-2020

a) Integrated territorial investments (ITI) 

b) Community-led local development (CLLD)

= integration of several structural funds + multi-dimensional and 
targeted strategies in local regions or urban neighbourhoods + 
bottom-up approach and local action groups with private subjects
and the local civil society  + networking and cooperation
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Italian National Strategy for Inner Areas (2014-)

Identification of eligible areas

(as a function of municipalities’ distance
from ‘poles’ of essential services
(hospitals, schools, train stations)

Regions selected as beneficiaries

(essential services – funded by the 
Italian government - and local

economies – funded by the EU)

Local development: problems and open issues

- Introversion: the emphasis on local conditions leads to the 
underestimation of non-local (national and global) processes and 
actors 

- The «local trap» (Purcell): the local is not necessarily «good»…

- Devolution, regional autonomy and ‘competition between 
territories’, vs. solidarity, complementarities, synergies.

- Regionalization = fragmentation of strategies and resources, lack of 
coordination between regions and scales. 

- Complicated procedures assigned to weak local actors.

- Technocratic, reductionist and universalistic strategies managed by 
ad-hoc (local) agencies or consulting companies.. = standardization, 
institutional and strategic isomorphism.

- The paradox of social capital and institution building

Local development: problems and open issues (2)

- ‘Rent-seeking’ and ‘policy capture’ by local elites (and the 
democratic deficit of civil society’s organizations)

- Citizens’ participation or stakeholders/representative 
organizations/interest groups? (collaborative/pluralistic approaches 
vs. deliberative democracy)

- The intrinsic limits of political participation -> «the structure of 
political/participative opportunities»: the selectivity of the costs and 
incentives of participation = open policy arenas are captured by 
subjects/actors with better organizational, knowledge, economic 
resources, and more direct stakes (vs. e.g. diffused interests)

- From a hierarchical understandings of the global processes that 
produce specific regional/local conditions, to the idea that regions 
can make it alone.


